
Why so many Part Numbers?

The IBM Personal Computing Division ships millions of hard drives per year.  Because, from time to time any of our
suppliers can have parts shortages, quality, or cost problems, for continuity of top quality, reasonably priced supply,   we
buy these drives from most of the top suppliers in the hard drive industry. The drives exhibiting the best performance
characteristics are selected for sale to our options customers.  For the life of the option offering, up to two years in
many cases, as new drives (with the same capacity) that meet or exceed the originally announced specifications come
available, they are sold in the option in place of the original drives that are no longer available.           

Each option PN, the PN you order which is the PN on the outside of the shipping container, can contain any of the
approved suppliers’ drives, each having a different drive PN. The drive PN is the IBM 7-character PN that is on the
drive’s label.  

If your drive should ever fail, replacements are stocked in IBM warehouses world wide by a Field Replacement Unit
(FRU) number.   Below the drive PN on you drive’s label is a FRU PN.   That is the number that must be requested
from the IBM parts network if you ever need a replacement.   Usually our equivalent drives from different suppliers
share a common FRU PN.   

3.5” ATA (EIDE) Part Number Table

19K156806P5185, 06P5248,
09N691440GB 7200 rpm ATA/10022P7157

19K156206P533040GB 5400 rpm ATA/10022P7156

19K156006P5132, 06P5193,
07N410520.4GB 5400 rpm ATA/10022P7150

19K1565 
06P5183, 06P5246,
07N6912, 07N4109,
19K1619, 20L0338

20.4GB 7200 rpm ATA/10019K4461

19K1564 07N4108, 19K1618,
20L033815GB 7200 rpm ATA/10019K4460

19K157024P3663, 24P369860GB 7200 rpm ATA/10009N4207

19K156706P5184, 06P5247,
07N4110, 07N691330GB 7200 rpm ATA/10000N8203

19K1476 or 36L8681
06P5130, 07N5563,
09N0833, 09N0849,
09N0856

10.1GB 5400 rpm ATA/6600N8202

If your drive ever fails and you
require a replacement, you will
receive FRU PN: 

You should receive one
of the following drive
PN’s: 

Description:When you buy
OBI option PN:
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36L8628 or 37L5723
09N0711, 09N0715,
09N0922, 09N0962,
31L9881

20.4GB  7200 rpm ATA/6633L5044

36L8689 or 37L5719
09N0710, 09N0714,
09N0877, 09N0919,
31L9880

13.5GB 7200 rpm ATA/6633L5043

36L8677

09N0700, 09N0854,  
09N0855, 09N0876,
19K1488, 36L8660,
36L8676, 36L8697

6.4GB 5400 rpm ATA/6633L4959

19K1616 or 36L8627 or
37L5717

06P5181, 06P5244,
07N5565, 09N0709,
09N0713, 09N0918,
09N0960, 31L9886,
37L5716

10.1GB 7200 rpm ATA/6633L4958

36L8683
09N0703, 09N0826,
09N0834, 36L8663,
36L8682, 36L8699

12.8GB 5400 rpm ATA/6633L4956

* This document may be updated often. If you have purchased an Options by IBM 3.5” ATA (EIDE) hard drive
that is not on this listing, please go to the IBM PC Support web site at http://www.ibm.com/pc/support , and search
on your option part number for the latest update of this document.

Thank you for buying an IBM Personal Computing Division, Options by IBM hard drive.

We appreciate your business.  
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